
Democrats Abroad Italy 2021 Elections: Central Italy Chapter  

 

 

Name: Bob Vallier 

Position running for: Chair * 

City: Florence 
 

* Also running for DA Italy Vice-Chair  

 

I “inherited” the chair of Florence when, almost simultaneously, the elected vice chair moved to another 
country and the elected chair resigned for family reasons, shortly before the pandemic hit, at a time when I 
was relatively new to Florence.  Now, having learned a lot about the city, its institutions, and its social 
networks, I am running for the position with the aim of rebuilding and strengthening the chapter.  We need to 
get more Americans in Florence involved by organizing regular events, either virtual or hopefully soon in 
person, and to renew relations with various networks outside the organization to maximize participation and to 
get out the vote in the off-year elections.  Above all, we need to be ready to register new voters—particularly 
students when they come back—so that we can help win elections back home.  To grow and strengthen the 
Central Chapter, I will encourage the formation of local action committees wherever groups of Americans want 
to meet and discuss politics, be it in Lucca or Perugia or Pisa, so that thing are not centralized in Florence with 
the hope that they, like Bologna did recently, will become fully functioning precincts.  The strength of the 
chapter will depend on the support of enthusiastic volunteers throughout the region, and building this strength, 
will be our top priority. 

 

 

 

Name: Sarah Baker 

Position running for: Vice-Chair 

Region/City: Florence 

There will be many of you who know me as a Democrats Abroad volunteer, working on Getting Out the Vote 
for residents and students in 2016, 2018, & 2020; and not just Florence, but also Bologna, Cortona (2018), 
and Rome. In 2020 I was pleased to be deputized to be Vice-Chair of the Florence Chapter. So, this is the first 
time that I’m running for a Democrats Abroad leadership role.  

Just now we have the opportunity to build a community of politically involved Democrats, in Central Italy.  
Starting this spring, I would like to engage with residents to be active in contacting Congressmen, State 
Representatives and Senators on important issues.  

The 2020 midterm elections are of vital importance!  Thousands of American students will be in our region, it is 
imperative to engage them in voting from abroad. I have an 18-month plan leading up to the midterm election:   

o Work with the US consulate in Florence to train volunteers to be certified Voter Assistants 
o Promote musical events with local and international promoters for GOTV initiatives 
o Student interns as organizers to run our student social media outreach and events  
o Hold a series of Oxford style debates, in Bologna, Florence, and Rome 



 

Name: Jane Zaloga 

Position running for: Treasurer 

Region/City: Florence 

 

Watching the political and economic events of the last year unfold, I have become increasingly 
aware that if I want the course of these events to change, I have to do more than just watch events.  
I have decided to run for treasurer of DA Abroad/Florence so that I can contribute to the efforts to 
get Democratic candidates elected in the US and to work on issues relevant to US citizens living in 
Italy, such as voting registration and expat tax issues.   
I bring the experience of more than 20 years of expat living and an even longer period of concern 
for a more just world to DA and I hope that, in my work with Democrats Abroad, I will be able to 
encourage even more people to constructive action. 

 

 

 

Name: Joyce Barnett 

Position running for: Secretary 

Region/City: Florence 

 

I am a long-time, hands-on supporter of Democratic Party committees and campaigns, applying my 
career skills in fundraising and public relations to volunteer political positions: campaign coordinator, 
volunteer coordinator, and speechwriter. 
I believe we have a responsibility to create the world we want for our children -- and for me, that has 
meant very active support for human rights, social justice, and environmental protections. When my 
local community in New York state did not have a Democratic slate, I organized and mentored a 
progressive slate of candidates to offer voters real choice. I ran for one of these elective offices and 
won. 
I am also pleased to offer various business skills. I have started and managed two businesses, one 
focused on horticultural/historic/cultural tours and the other on special events with in-house floral 
design. I have been a resident of Florence for two years and am currently an educator in an Italian 
high school.  I have a BA in Political science/International Relations. 

 

 

 

 


